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	This handbook accompanies the first edition of our text Pediatric

	Emergency Medicine: A Comprehensive Study Guide. The purpose

	of the handbook is to provide an on-the-spot summary of the

	clinical problem for the student, resident, or clinician. The handbook

	does not replace the text. Rather, it addresses the need for

	a more portable reference for its audience.





	Because the handbook was developed after the text, we were

	able to update some of the material and references. In particular,

	the chapters on Congestive and inflammatory diseases of the heart

	and immunoprophylaxis have recent updates included (see, e.g.,

	Appendixes A and B). For the most part, though, the handbook

	is a condensation of the fuller text and serves as a good introduction

	to pediatric EM. Readers looking for a more in-depth analysis

	should consult Pediatric Emergency Medicine: A Comprehensive

	Study Guide.





	As we are now preparing material for the next edition of the

	book, we welcome reader’s comments on the text and handbook.

	It is our intention that both books evolve in response to the changes

	in pediatric emergency medicine and to the needs of our readers.
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Stem Cell Research: Medical Applications And Ethical Controversy (The New Biology)Checkmark Books, 2006

	Examines stem cells from the scientific and social viewpoints, including what they are, their laboratory study, their use in medicine, the ethical issues involved, and the legal issues in American and Europe.
...
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Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of ChangeCRC Press, 2007

	As rising levels of mercury in the environment pose an increasing threat of toxicity to humans and wildlife, several laws already call for industries to reduce mercury emissions at the source. Ecosystem Responses to Mercury Contamination: Indicators of Change outlines the infrastructure and methods needed to measure, monitor, and regulate the...
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Ethical and Social Issues in the Information Age (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2007
As I wrote in my second edition preface, since the publication of the second edition in 2003, there have been tremendous changes in the fields of computer science and information sciences. During this period, we have become more dependent on computer and telecommunication technology than ever before. As we, individually and as nations, become more...
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Encyclopedia Of Human Computer InteractionIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Human computer interaction (HCI) evolved as a recognized discipline that attracts innovation and creativity. For the last 25 years, it inspired new solutions, especially for the benefit of the user as a human being, making the user the focal point that technology should serve rather than the other way around. The advent of the Internet, combined...
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Audel HVAC Fundamentals, Heating System Components, Gas and Oil Burners and Automatic ControlsAudel, 2004


	The purpose of this series is to provide the layman with an introduction

	to the fundamentals of installing, servicing, troubleshooting,

	and repairing the various types of equipment used in residential and

	light-commercial heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)

	systems. Consequently, it was written not only for the...
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Put Option Strategies for Smarter Trading: How to Protect and Build Capital in Turbulent MarketsFT Press, 2009

	Use Puts to Mitigate Risk, Reverse and Offset Losses, and Protect Profits–Even in Plummeting Markets!


	 


	“In these financial times, this is an especially timely book. Michael C. Thomsett provides practical, direct instruction to...
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